Canopies

Trailer
Canopies
Since 1958, people have put their trust
in our trailers, just ask an owner they’re not difficult to find.
As specialists in trailer design and
engineering, we have continued to set the
standard both in the UK and throughout
much of Europe. We are an independent
company with one focus: to build the best
products on the market. More than 30,000
people choose our products each year - but
we’re not standing still. Our dedicated
investment in new technologies and materials
ensures that our products continue to exceed
the expectations of our customers. We know
that quality, strength, value and ease of
maintenance are of vital importance to you.
That’s why we’ve made them the driving
force behind everything we do.
Ifor Williams Canopies are produced from the
same high strength, durable materials as our
trailers – high grade aluminium for the
framework and panels, and hot dip
galvanised steel for the tailgate and hinges.

A selection of our general duty and
unbraked trailers are offered with
optional canopies. They are available to
order with your new trailer or can be
purchased and fitted to an existing
trailer. Canopies can double the
versatility of your trailers, conceal your
trailer load, increase load security when
travelling and can provide a degree of
weather protection.
Canopies for trailers with a tailboard are
offered with the option of a meshgate or
aluminium door. Trailers with a ramp option
will have an approximate gap of 200mm
between the top of the ramp and roof of
the canopy.
Trailer canopies with an aluminium door with
window also have a window in the front
panel of the canopy. Those supplied with an
aluminium door without a window have no
window in the front panel.

They are designed and built to take the
inevitable rough treatment they are subjected
to in farming and construction environments.
Tailgates are panelled either in galvanized
steel weld mesh or 2mm thick aluminium with
optional toughened glass window.

GD85 Canopy

P6e Canopy for livestock model (Ramp gates not included. Upper cross bar only
available with livestock canopy).

Trailer Canopies - Specifications
Canopy Model

Ramp/
Meshgate
or livestock

GD64 with Ramp
GD64 with Tailboard
GD84 with Ramp
GD84 with Tailboard
GD85 with Ramp
GD85 with Tailboard
P6e with Ramp
P6e with Tailboard
P6e Livestock Model*
P7e with Ramp
P7e with Tailboard
P7e Livestock Model*
*Price for canopy only – ramp gates not included.

Aluminium
Door
(window)

Aluminium
Door
(no window)

Delivery
Charge to UK
Mainland
Distributor

Pick-up
Canopies
Ifor Williams Canopies are strong,
tough, built to last and are exceptional
value for money. That’s why thousands
of pick-up owners buy our canopies
every year.

Mitsubishi L200 Double cab 2006aluminium door with window
We offer an extensive range of pick-up
canopies for popular models from leading
manufacturers. Your local Ifor Williams
distributor can advise you on your canopy
selection.

Land Rover Defender 90 Single cab with meshgate

So that we can offer increased flexibility
to our customers, each canopy model is
offered with a rear meshgate, aluminium
door with window or an aluminium door
without a window.

Our customer base is extensive with
canopies being used by a diverse range
of people and businesses. Some of our
customers include garages, farmers, vets,
tradesmen, tree surgeons, safari parks,
leisure parks and estates.

Canopies are also popular with the
domestic user who is looking for
additional flexibility from their Pick-up
vehicle at an affordable price.

Isuzu Rodeo Denver Double
cab with meshgate

